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Telling Tine In Our Society
A contemporary writer~ Brueggeman, has written of the imperial style of the
ruling powers of societies, and how the control dynamisms' include (a) the projection
of the illusion that the "empLre" is eternal and that things vlill remain essen..•
tially the way they are except perhaps for getting better,; (b) control over
people's language, imagery. and consciousness, and (c) a deadening of people's
passions so that they can neither perceive deathmaking and oppression, grieve·.oTer
it, or even experience genuine joy. Part of the illusion of the p.ermanence of the
system is loss of the ability to "tell time,iI i.e .• to read the signs of the tines.
TIPS tells time. It points to the signs of the times. and interprets them.
This is one of the reasons why many people cannot bear to read TIPS. and wh¥
undoubtedly some do not renew their subscriptions. People want more "good news."
which means that they want to be told things that suggest that the empire is
healthy and will last forever--whereas in truth, the end of the empire is imminent.
Looking at human services not sentimem.tally eat: raaLf.st f.caLhy , ..as 'wn~s trmes
tCFdo",t,·;i;.stee:,·saeon\or81·.fbadnews than good news. This is in the very nature of
things, and indeed the situation is thus that the news that is good is sometimes
so trite that it does not lend itself readily to reporting, or the need to report
it is in itself a scandal. Evil is ingenious and finds ever new ways of hurting
peopl€:,while thE:ways of doing good have not really changed much over time. Hhat
is the world coming to if we have to report as good news such things as "mother
decides not to kill child, H "human service worker discovered who loves clients, 1:
IVrehabilitation agency succeeds in its first genuine case of rehabilitation in 20
years of cxLst ence ;" "protect Lve scrvLce actually prot ects someone, 11 or "chLLd
placement agency effects a truly successful adoption with minimal delay ~nd without
degradation of adoptive parents'!? Yet sometimes, these are indeed the kinds of
good news we hear absut and rcjoice over ~ howeve r , they make very poor copy.
This issoe of TIPS is hewily devoted to cover-age and commentary on societal
trends. Let th~ ticking of the clock be heard I
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The Imperial Powers At Work
*The Nark of the Beast, "And I S2"'v another bcas t .••~and it made the earth and
the inhabitantstherein to worship the first beast ,c' c' and it did grcat signs ..•and ..•
leads astray the inhabitcnts of the earth by reasons of the signs. And it will
cause all~ the small and the great~ the rich and the poor~ and the free and the
bond, to have a mark on their right hand or on their foreheadsj and it will bring
about that no one may be able to buy or sell, except him who has the mark\<
(Revelation 9 sometimes also called Apocalypse9 13).
One need not be a believer in the Eible to be impressed by this images
because this image has assumed reality on several occasions. During Horla Har 119
Jews in Germany were forced to wear a prominent yellow star on their chests, and
were prohibited from either buying or selling a~ything. In some of the conccntra~
tion campss such as Auschwitz$ a number was tattooed on the arms of the inmates.
Todays it becomes increasingly difficult to buy and sell anything (in the broader
sense of these terms) in our society. In order to "sellE one's services 3S an
employees one needs at least a social security number9 and in order to get a checL
cashed one almost invariably needs the number of one's driver's license. If one
buys 9 one may need the number of one I s credit card> and paradoxically. unless orie
has incurred debts in the past by having charge accounts~ one may have difficulty
establishing one's financial identity and even get tine; a bank account. Thus, it lives
the editor the shaking willies when people today demand to actually and literally
stamp a sign or number on one's hand. Yet there are occasions where this actually
happens today. Oddly enough, it is customary today at a number of events such as
f.'l.irs~antiquo;;shows, etc., to stamp the hand of people upon .:::ntryas a sign that
;:h~ have paid their fee. and also as a sign they can come back in if thE;yleilve
during the day and wish to come back without paying again. An example where this
happened in 1932 was the New York State Fair.
*Sophisticated Scientificated Cargo Cults. Hany decades ago~ the natives on
the Pacific Islands saw western ships arrive and unload all sorts of valuable
cargo. As the westerners settled in the Pacific~ or made war there, the natives
would observe that all a local officinl had to do was to sign a piece of paper, and
the cargo of the ships (and later the planes) would be hended over to him. Out
of this observation grew a new set of religions which have been called "Cargo Cults"
because they involve the belief that a sort of millennium will arrive in which
airplanes and ships will bring all sorts of material goods to the believers, who
build mock landing sites and periodically set dates for the arrival of the
expected cargo.
Environmentalists Paul and Ann Ehrlich have now referred to thE;mindless
optimism of some of our leaders, including some of the worlci's leading scientists~
as "space-age cargo cults:' (in Extinction: The Causes and Consequences of the
Disappearance of Species; ~nd in Defenders of Wildlife. February 1932). Som.:::of
these leaders blithely assert that somehow or other. science and tt:chnology will
solve all our probl.:::ms--whichscience and technology have created in the first
place. In essence, the Reagan administration has subscribed to such a mythology,
in that it has fundament aLl.y rejected such things as pollution controls conserve-
tion9 protection of endangered species~ and so OR.
*In 1852, one writer reflected the co~mon view thet PJ~crica's raw materials
were Lnexhauat abl,e , and caILed the Ldca that the c CO~~ sypply could ever become
(2xh'lustedor even scarce lVblC'.sphemous"(Science~ 6/4/82~ p, llOl).
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*Can ~ Hang in There Just ~ Littl~ Longer? In its December 1980 issue~ The
Futurist r~viewed a whole series of related books under the headline ;;Towardthe
Conquest of De:nth: Science Hounts a I:1assivLAssault on the Grim Reaper" (p. 71-77).
In that review, such questions were asked 3S, ;'Isthis the last gcner atLon to die?"
People whom science might enable to~.livG forever) or at least until they have:a
fatal accident 9 are called "emor taLs ,I; Of cour sc, most of us have heard of people
who have had their bodies deep-frozen. looking forwnrd to the scientific miracle
that will restore them to life someday, However ~ SOILe peop l,e , who have r easoncd
that science will in t Imei.raaaage to create new bodies for people. penhaps through
cloning. have only had their brains deep-frozen~ in anticipntion of a form of
II • 1\. If b d ,. db'resurrectt.on an a .m~w a Y" create y scrence ,
*lianyscientists do not like to be reminded of the limitations ~ or even
futility. of science. Today~ we can read with amusement about telescopic observa-
tions of Mars made by reputable scientists. reporting all kinds of fantastic
structures and forms. Scientists tend to dismiss such occurr-eneesas having been
essentially grounded ..in a prescientific era, but modern equivalents to seeing the
canals on lIars exist. An example is the "dLscovery" of "poLywauer ,1i During the
eleven year period between 1962 and 1973_ allover the world scientists were
seeing a new forn of water with some unusual properties. even though such a water
form has now been shown not to exist. Vlhat triggered many of these misperceptions
were features of the culture of science, which motivates scientists,; to claim
primacy of discoveriess to get into print as quickly as possible, to become known
f'or s(k~eth:in.znew~·to·f'.'etin. on the ground floor of a new development> and so on.
This particular rush for scientific foolvs gold was reviewed in a 19G1 book on
Polywater~ itself reviewed in Science (9/4/819 p. 1104-1105).
*In this daY1 many people have made a religion of science and technology,
and expect them to save the world. An amusing commentary on this kind of idolatry
is found in the appearance on the market in recent years of inexpensive astrologi-
cal pocket calculators. These are somewhat similar to other small specialized
calculators. such as those supposed to assist people in determining and utilizing
their "bio-rhythms. Ii Apparently, the same induntrtes.tha.tmake- the computers that
control satellites and similarly spectacular tc-.chnicalcreatures are using the
very same science und technologies to furnish people now with scientific aides to
their superstitions. Nor arc people much less superstitious (if any) than they
have ever been, though the forms of superstition have been changing. Probably more
people (almost a third of the American population) believe in astrology today than
did a hundred years ago when people were more apt to believe that their dreams
foretold their future.
*Science 32 (83. etc.) is a nc.wjournal for the public, put out by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science that has long bEen publishing
Science for its own scientist membership. An article in the April 1982 issue of
Sci~nce 82 said that it is irrational to be afraid of technological advances, and
that it is mostly people wi.t h social and psychological problems who arc most
unsettled by it. Stating that people of sound mind can readily accept the
ilnegligiblc risk and minor inconveniences that often go hand in hand with wondrous
material benefits': of sctoncc , the article all but LmpLf.cdthat anyone who·! ,C.:.\I
perceives a menace in modern science is insane.
*Pittsburgh is n very industrialized city that has suffered severely under
the recent r8cession. In November 1962~ the city responded to the finan~ial plight
of so many of its citizens by turning on all of its lights in a "light-up night. I;
It was a spectacular sight, with all the tall buildings downto~ro being lit up wall
to wall and top to bottom. Surely, there must be something typicA.llyAmerican
e.boutc·onhl1.t.tii.ngf,lvel Ly by u.c-dng tip rnou ey unproducr.LvcLy , CAP in SyrClcueeHerald-
Journal. 11/9/82).
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*A federal judge recently ruled that the government of the United States
practiced systematic and deliberate fraud and deception in:<Dvering up extensive
radiation damage that occurred as a result of the 195G nuclear tests in Nevada and
Utah. The fallout killed thousands of sheep $ with literally inestimabl.e:. damage
done to people, other animals and the land. The Atomic Energy Comnission was the
leader in this deception. aided by scores of high level scientists and academicians,
and by employees of the Defense Department. Those few gov.ernment members who tried
to tell the truth were severely punished. (Science, 10/15/82 & 11/5/82).
*In the late 1950s. the US Armed Forces began to do research an drugs that
could make people become at least temporarily crazy. Hassive quantities are stock-
piled in the US now, and apparently one of its envisioned uses is against the US
population in case it should decide to revolt. These drugs can be slipped to their
target population in a number of ways, most easily vie the water supply or via an
aerial spray, which works with greatest .:.certaintjand speed. Unlike with some
chemical weapons, the onset of the drug-induced craziness may not be apparent to
its victims. At a congressional hearing, a federal legislator wanted tokknow
whether members of Congress or other segments of the population had already secretly
been put on the drug. The manufacturers testified that they have not as yet found
it necessary to induce craziness in Congress artificially.
A major researcher in this dev.elopment was Dr. Paul Hoch, a praminent
psychiatrist of the New York State Department of Mental Hygiene who himself had one
time been linked to psychiatrists who partook of the medical war crimes in Nazi
Germany. One of his early patients died from an overdose, but the psychiatrist
survived to continue his experiments. Among other things, he had some of these
chemicals injected into the spines of psychiatric patients, some of whom were
later lobotomized in order to compare the effects of these drugs before and after
this type of surgery. Military units were also given the drug in order to test
their effectiveness under its influence. While thousands of soldiers were exposed
to some of these drugs$ the Armed Forces have failed to conduct follow-up studies
in regard to long-term effects--which is remarkable given the fact that it has been
known since the mid-1950s that some of these drugs can indeed have very debilie :.
tating long-term impacts. There are also reports that theee drugs were tried out
on several occasions in the IndoChina vIar, but the Pent agon has denied it. '; .:_31..'\:
Prisoners were also tried as subjects, and tbeEc supposedly were several lIeccidentsU
producing long-term psychotic effects.
At this time, the Armed Forces have enough I of these drugs in stock to
incapacitate everyone in the world. At present, this stock is supposed to be
destroyed, but given past history, this is hard to believe. Indeedj about $10
million appear to be in the current federal budget to develop new agents along
these lines. (Mother Jones, May 1982, p. 14-22).
*One of the most murderous industries in the United States has been the
asbestos industry. There is reason to believe that the industry was aware of the
deleterious effects of asbestos for almost 50 yearss yet it has defended itself
against the institution of safety measures and, what is perhaps the worst of all,
.continues to depreciate the damage that asbest os can do. However, in recent year s,
former workers who have heen damaged by asbestos have begun to win a series of
compensation suits. Among the affected firms is Johns-Manville, one of the giants
of American industry, ranking 181st on the Fortune 500 list of P~erica's largest
corporations. Despite its wealth and $2.2 billion assets, Manville has filed for
bankruptcy reorganization in order to avoid having to pay any more damages in
future law suits. If such a maneuver became lawful, it would>have n devastating
inpact in this and other industries upon damaged people who would be deprived of
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r~course. Industry could do wh~tever damage it wanted, then declare bankruptcy
while it is still very rich, reorganize itself, and continue in business freed of
its obligation to the people it hurt or killed. Quite commonly, these corporate
welfare bums now want the government to bail them out of the consequences of their
crimes (Time, 9/6/82).
*Rather than improving environmental safety in their factories, 60 major
American corporations have announced plans to screen out job applicants who have a
genetic predisposition to a disease that could be exacerbated by work-place
conditions. Among other things, such a measure would also screen out already
marginal population groups from job eligibility (EnvironMental Action, July/August
1982).
*Manufacturers of pesticides have managed until recently to withhold health
and safety data concerning their products on the grounds that such data constituted
trade secrets of great value, and that competitors could use th6n to gain an unfair
advantage. In other words, protecting a trade advantage was claimed to be more
important than protecting the lives of people and livestock, (Science, 8/6/82, p.515) •
*Let Them Eat Yellow Cake. We have previously reported that Indians have
agreedto permittoxic wastes to be buried on their reservations in return for '~_,,_
money. Similar proposals have now been made to pay underdeveloped countries to
accept toxic wastes from the United States. The arguments arc obvious: the US
solves its W-altt.e problem, and a golden opportunity for an underdeveloped country to
DJke some noney,since TIany supposedly have areas where toxic wastes can't do much
harm, Such arrangements have been discussed with at least one South American
a:n.'4:tw6·'A:fricani:·~'G>untl'ies.Inter ting scenarios might include countries which
heavily export what few resources they have to the developed nations, in return
receiving ~rtually permanently toxic wastes~ and at the same tiL:egetting poorer
~nd poorer every year, all the way to outright famine--to which our leaders might
say,HLet ttam eat yellow cake.1l (Yellow cake is a form of uranium aggregate.)
Already, the Third World owes over $300 billion to international banks, with
no prospect of ever paying off this debt. This even opens up the possibility of
dumping waste in these countries without even paying thea, nerely by "forgiving"
them sone of the debt that they would otherwise not be able to repay anyway.
*One element of the politics of petroleum is receiving little attention. A
major proportion of the petroleum of the free Western world comes f rom under'.:':,>.-,_
developed nations which, in the past, had received very little for this natural
resource while the West developed itself in colonial fashion from exploitation of
this non-renewable resource. Then prices soared, and Dany of these nations
embarked on relatively poorly designed and irrational plans of industrialization.
As prices have recently dropped a bit,cthcse nations found themselves with commit-
ments that t~y' couldl1o-e,ke~p,and proj cct s had to be abandoned. In fact, some 6il-
rich nations have had to go out and borrow money at horrendous interest rates.
Furthermore, many of these nations have invested a great deal of their oil income
into armaments. There is a very high likelihood that onoe their 6il reserves are
exhausted, many of these nations will sink back into even more abject poverty
than they started out with. We ha~e here an unspeakable pattern of exploitation
by the developed nations who profit not just once but several times in these
transactions, as when they not merely take the oil (once at give-amIT.'-'prices),
but then often getttheir money back by selling worthless armaments or unsuitable
projects to these nations. The populations of these nations often both expand and
develop_ expectations which probably can no longer be met once the oil is
exhausted. Thus, many of these nations face tremendous upheavals with unpredic-
table, but undoubtedly caLamft.ous,results.
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*A single round- trip flight of a British Hercules fl'ransportpLane to the
2ailiklandIslands to supply the garrisons there cost $1.26 million, and since the
fighting stopped, there have been an average of two such flights c day (AP~ in
Syracuse Herald-Journal, 8/9/82).
*Apparently not too well publicized in !~erican news media was a report that
the British fleet dispatched to the FaLk.Lend.r LsLands carried nuclear weapons ~ and
was authorized and prepared to use these if it got into extreme danger.
*That a 20 year old AI:1ericansoldier stole a fully armed 60-toil tank in
Mannheim (where the TIPS editor was born~ and that he did almost a million dollars'
worth of damage while rampaging for hours through the city, is probably not as
remarkable as the fact that this is the third incident of its kind in that area in
tacent;'year;s,and that German police and US army officials said they could not
remembcr how the second such incident in 1978 ended (AP, in .Syra~ Heralcl-:Journa.1..,
7/12/82). Now surely, this oust be a case of extremely selective ar.mesia due to
gross repression of utterly unpleasant facts.
*There is something profoundly repugnant about the Ldea that handicapped and
poor people :~hielQllg~:to"Washington rather than to their own conounities and statcs .
TI workshops have always taught that in order for people to identify with the
handicapped or disadvantaged people of their connunities, and to thereby embed
theo into their co~unities, it is essential that the con~unity participate as much
as is possible in the funding of their services. One benefit is heightened L:t.r.
interest of the local population in localssevYdces. While state participation in
service funding has been seen by the TI as essential, we have taught that it is
short-sighted and destructive to have the federal government finance services
other than experimental and de~onstration projects. All this teaching flies in
the face of what the human service» liberal, and acadeQic establishments have been
teaching. In essence, they have been pushing vigorously for the federalization of
hu~an services, looking only at a few benefits (which we do not controvert), but
failing to look at the catastrophic long-term and large-scale disadvantages. TheSe
include the filtering of tax funds through the federal government which, itself,
incurs a teenendous cost.
A problem at present is that the Reagan administration has been ~ovin8 toward
defederalization of human serviccs--which in our opinion is absolutely correct--
but it mas been doing so for the wrong reasons and in the wrong way.
*The proportion of Americans employed in non-productive occupations (i.e.,
other than agriculture, manufacturing, mining, constructioQ, etc.) continues to
rise. That the Reagan administration's economic policies do not so much take
DOney fDom human services as redistribute human service monies is underlined by
the fact that between April 1981 and April . 1982, the so-called health care
sector added 240,000 jobs, an increase of 4e2% (Parade, 10/3/82).
*In order to help diminish its huge deficit, the federal government is quietly
"1oving to sell some of its federal land. It seens ridiculous to suggest that the
=~ussians might wish to conquerurs at tremendous cost when they could just simply buv
us practically for a song. They are already getting our butter at less ~oney than
it cost us to produce it· (Environmental Action, June 1982).
*This is hard to believe, but the chairman of the Ways and Means 60mnittee cf
the US House of Representatives (Dan Rostenkowski, l'iemocratfro~ Illinois) spent
45 days during a six-~onth pet~dd of 1981-22 playing golf in various places across
the world, paid for by corporations and lobbies~ which have vital interests in tbe
.I.egislationbefore the Gommf.t.tee , In fact. fer the first few months of 1982, he
was rarely in W'1shineton (Tine, 6/21/82).
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*Alnost all of the 286 menbers ofACongress who voteG against a bill that would
require used car dealers to discilioseknown cefects in their cars hac received money
fron the used car dealer associations (~Ys in Syracuse Herald-Journals 5/27/82).
*The 12 members of the Health and Environment Sub-CoQflittee of the USi~ou6e of
Representatives who voted in March of 1982 to weaken the Clean Air Act had received
seven tines more contributions fror.lthe political action conoittees of the key
industries affected by the legislation than did the eight nembers who voted against
it (averages of $25,000 versus $~OO). In fact, sone nembers voting in the
majority had received over $50,000 (Environmental Action, May 1982).
*The USuHGuse of Representatives amended the Federal Election Canpaign Act so
that members who retire can do anything they want to with money left over from
their earlier election canpaigns. Sone members have over $100,000 of this kind of
money which they can now use any way they see fit (Syracuse Heralc-Journal, 7/3/82).
*Despite the recession, there are still people in the gQvernment who do not
have enough to do. Some of them have been trying to draw up definitions and '-:('.1.p'.:3
recipes for making barbecue. Fortunately, there has been a vehenent outcry against
this peculiar endeavour by the US Department of Agriculture. One of the coonenta-
tors, this one from Texas, observed that Texas barbecue and beautiful women are
alike in that they are diminished somewhat as our understanGing of them increases
(Snithsonian, September 1982).
*It is absolutely staggering to contemplate what bureaucrac~es have tir.lefor.
The US Army has a regulation that soldiers are only eligible to become "unknown
soldiers" if they are unknown, and their bodies are 80% "intact." Amazingly, this
had lead to a dearth of unknown dead soldiers because modern science now manages
to identify fallen soldiess even when only a small fraction of the body is avail-
able for examination. The army is considering retreating fron its rule. If this
keeps up, they nay have to enshrine the mere menories of unknown soldiers rather
than their renains (AP, in Syracuse Herald-Journal, 9/27/82).
*Until 1982, it was perfectly legal to deduct the expenses of illegal money-
making operations fro~ one's US taxes. For instance, a heroin pusher could deduct
the cost of scales used to weigh the heroin,. Despite new legislation, most of
such expenses are still 1egal (Cornmon Cause, @ctober, 1982).
*The Massachusett~,~ Bay Transportation Authotity is a very powerful organiza-
tion that has an annual budget of about $350 million. However, like ~any such
organizations, it seens to have a leaning toward killing off people's desire to
use public transport. Thus, it declared that it was not able to find sufficient
funds in its budget to allocate $300 to distribute its bus schedules on a quarterly
basts to 96 different locations. Paul Epstein, full-tine toll collector for the
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority, who has cerebral palsy and who has been active
in the United Cerebral Palsy of the Boston MetroPQlitan Area~took on the
transportation authority on this issue--and won (UC People, Etc., Oct/Nov1bec., 198n
*Anyone who is both sane and familiar with human services in New York State
knows how utterly atrocious they generally are, especially the welfare and nental
health systems. At the same time~ the state Ds.near the top in the various indices
of how much I:lOneyit spends on such services, ranking first in "benefits" per
capita. Yet public officials tend to look only on the anount of money spent, not
on the quality of services, and thus, James Emery ~ Republican candidate for "..:~".,t ..
Jieutenant @Pvernor for the Novenber 1982 elections, referred to the state welfare
systen as being "a eadillac program whenrraaybe all we can afford is an 6Ic~sr.1Obile
or Buick ~'"(Syracuse herald-Journal, 9/29/02).
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*It secns that families with ~entally handicapped people are increasingly
conflicted by their knowledge that things ~o ill with their hanuicapped Mcober once
the service systeM gets a hold of then. They know that the handicapped person is
apt to be either institutionalized in one or nore snake pits, or dumped onto the
streets or into boaruing homes. In response~ some families have rirgcd up special
rooms in their homes to confine their mentally handicapped metlber there. Apparently
one such room was vastly superior to an institution cell, but the ~oures are
cracking down on such practices. It appears as if the imperial powers of the world
insist that handicapped people fall into ll!£!r hands to be abused, and more and
more, alternatives are being made inpossible. In one instance in Texas, a 22-year
old nan was transferred from such n roo~ which his family had rigged up at home to
a county institution. It is thus that a bad situation is legally converted into
an atrocious one--at vastly higher cost, (Newsweek, 12/13/82, news source submitte~
by Susan Thonas).
*In November 1982, less than 50 of the mentally retarded residents of the
Grafton State School in North Dakota voted, yet even that seemed to exercise a gooe
number of people. MOV6Jents are now underfoot to put nore retarde0 people under
suardianship in North Dakota, which nay tcrninate their voting (Sacr~ento Bee,
11/3/82; news item submitted by Charles Galloway). Yet apparently, few people arc
aware of the fact that in at least one study, it was found that retarded institution
residents voted almost exactly in thevproportion for the varioes candidates as die
the local population. same
*It is harG to believe that Tennessee would pass a law in 1981 which would
take us back to the dark days when famili(:s might often put unwanted mCElbers away
into institutions. Even worse, this law would apply specifically to people who
had,'been under mantal t reatrnenr ant:who f adLed to abide by the instructions of
their physicians. Thus, the meJical profession would be enshrined once more as
the arbiter of society, oespite the gruesooe experiences we have had with this
nodel for several decades. (Institutions Etc., October, 1981).
*The American Association C"' Mental Deficiency is the single biggest and most
influential professional body in the field of mental retardation in the world. In
Novenber 1982, it sent out ballots to its members for the election of its first
vice-president who, in due tine, would almost certainly become president. Each of
the four candidates submf.t t ed a statement of their "primary goaLs" to the members.
The first goal listed by two candidates had to do with the re-organization of the
governance and adninistrative structure of the Association. The third candidate
identified lobbying for more governmental money for progra~s, services and research
in men taI retardation. The fourth one called for more persolis-:interested'til::.
r'devel(lplll~nta:l:lyhdisabihecf' t~enple to j ointhe association.
*It turns out that all sorts of businesses and industries have been trying tc
~et laws passed which, in essence, would provide a public subsidy for the cost of
advertising their products. Among the induatries recently involvec have been
flower growers and handlers, and the wheat, cotton, egg anG potato industries
(COUfJOn Cause, December 1981).
*A Texas millionaire had
8conooicrecession on people.
being rich is just like being
9/6/82).
a nost remarkable explanation of the impact of the
He observed that the rich also suffer, because
poor, only with more zeros (Syracuse Herald-JourUMl~
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*There are a number or routes through which people become street people.
Apparently~ during times of significant unemployment~ one route is for unemployed
(primarily) men to migrate to other areas where they believe that jobs are more
plentiful. ~vhen their money runs out, they are highly apt to join the street
population. One of the biggest boom towns in North America has been Calgary,
Alberta3 because of the oil and gas business there. But if you go to Calgary to
find a job, and don It find one right away , then }TClU are a "bum and creep" according
to the mayor$ and deserve to be handled with "cowboy techniques" (Boston Globe,
in Syraguse Herald-Journal. 2/7/82).
*The US government has found a new way to bash old people. In the past,
uneven amounts of social security payments were rounded up to the nearest dime, but
now they will be rounded down to the nearest dollar. This will save the government
(believe it or not) $600 million within two fiscal years. The Gray Panthers
suggested that the practice should be called "grinding down!; instead of "rounding
down" (Gray Panther Network, July/August 1982).
*TheUSlnternal Revenue Service (IRS) has been sending packages to recipients
of supplemental social security (SSI), asking them to permit the IRS to examine
their income tax returns. The IRS is assuming that a lot of handicapP8d people
receiving SSI might be cheating, receiving large incomes which make them ineligible
for social security. Apparently, developmentally handicapped people who live in
the community are particular targets of the~ system (The Inside Scoop, June 1982).
Even if one has nothing to hide~ it is dangerous to comply with IRS, as exemplified
by a handicapped man's name being placed into an IRS computer which triggered the
exposure of the private banking records of a man with the same name who lived 250
miles away.
*As long as there is poverty and suffering, there will be people who somehow
benefit from it. A high-level example is the surge in workshops on how to raise
money for human service agencies. In Syracuse, the Grantsmanship Center put on a
local workshop cosponsored by the Junior League of Syracuse on how to beat out the
other fellow for the limited pool of private funos available. Held over a five_
day period, it charged a tuition of $425--far in excess of what the Training
Institute has been charging. But people will probably pay any price if they think
it will bring money in return. Workshops of this nature will contribute little to
making more funds available, to the improvement of services, or to better services
getting more money. What they probably do contribute to is fund-chasing psychopath~
So far, there has been no evidence that there has been a dramatic increase in
philanthropic giving as a result of the Reagan economics.
*An internal market analysis paper produced a few years ago for the company
that has a virtual monopply on wheelchairs in the United States has come to our
attention.with the help of a subscriber. The paper analyzes the prospects for
turning retarded people into 11anew market." The improvement of attitudes toward
retarded persons in recent years is seen as implying primarily increased funding--
which the firm could help absorb by getting in on developments "on the ground ..,
floor." Prosthetic equipment is interpreted as contributing primarily to staff
relief rather than to client competency or habilitation. The paper compares the
NR market to the "Quads and Paras market," and points out that there are morc
retarded people than the quads and paras from whom the firm has already made much
money. The paper notes that the market has generally been avoided because"mentnl
r(;tardates are not very pleasant to look at," many of them are incontinent, and
their institution environments ;inormally have a very unpleasant odor which could be
unbearable to an aVLrage individunl." "Hopefully we are more sincere and dedicated
than the 'average ,':"however ~ the paper warns its readers that marketing approaches
shoula take into account that !'bhe 'maj ority of the staff within an NR hospitaL •.
are not easily fooled."
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*A man invented a portable device that aduiinisters electric currents to
certain parts of the body. thereby interferine Hith pain froIT.more distant parts of
the body. For instance. someone experiencing pain in the hands ~ight have
electrodes attached further up the arm and ~et relief. The drug firm Johnson &
Johnson bought out the inventor ancipronptly suppressed the development of the
device» apparently because it wanted no competition for its own extremely profit-
able sale of pain-relieving drugs, such as Tylenol. The original developer sued~
and was awarded a record $170 million in damages. Johnson & Johnson will appeal,
probably all the way up to the Supreme Court (~~. in Syracuse herald-Journal.
4/16/82).
The Imperiel Powers; Signs of Their End
*The Syracuse herald Journal of October 27. 1981 commented in an editorial on
the news that one could read in just one single issue of a contemporary daily paper:
a nun gets raped in New York~ a hunter kills his hunting companion and burns his
body for two days in a barbecue pit. terrorists murder an elderly woman in her bed
in Belfast; the captain of a boat that was supposed to smug£le a shipload of
Haitians to the US starves ~O of them to ceDth or butchers them with machetes; a
spurned suitor sets fire to the hotel where his girlfriend is staying. and eight
people burn to death, and three sisters between the ages of 26 and 30 strip naked,
smear themselves with mustard. steal a parcel delivery truck and drive off in
search of God. Asked the editorial: illsit any wonder that some say civilization
is in a tailspin?H
*People are burning down their world. In the US~ there are nn estimated
175,000 arson fires per year claiming up to ~OOO lives~ 15,000 injuries and $4
billion. In Boston, arsonists burn almost two'buildings every night on the aVtr~ge.
In Syracuse alone, at the very least 40% of all building fires arc caused by arson
which has accounted for at least $40 Dillion of damage in 1~el. According to
authorities. the worse the economy gets, the more people let out their frustrations
by setting fires. Almost all fire-setters are mnle and under 30~ half are
juveniles, and most of them do not have enough to do and set fires as an
aggressive pastime. People who set fires for money because they or someone else
benefits from the insurance payments comnonly have a history of fir.e-setting for
thrills as juveniles. Typical firesetters set fires between 2-4 a.m. in the rear
of a building after having had a few drinks. Often, they arc the ones that also
ring the fire alarm and provide prominent help on the scene. (Empire lr.agazine,
8/15/82). A surprisin[ number of fire fighters are fire-setters.
*D.T. Moore, Jr. (Hill robots save democracy? The: Futurist. 1%1,12.(4),
14-19.) cl~ims that historically, six dynanics have tended to bring about the down-
fall of democr acy : the eraer gence of a raul.t I=par ty political syst em so that finally
the governnent nust alw3ys rule by coalition in a way that produces incoherency
and satisfies no one~ disintegration of party machineries~ which forces the.
political system to focus apon individual leaders around whom then devc.Lopns aa
cult ~ and one of whom will eventually become a dictator; a decline in work
productivity; de8enerating cities which give rise to dissatisfitd mobs and riots
which contribute to the destruction of the deLlocracy; intractable inflation which
is cOTr.Iilonlyrelated to the decline in productivity~ and an increasing feelinG by_
the citizenry that the government cannot solve the problens , leading to the convic-
tion that only a strong ruler can bring back ~tability. When these signs are
present, and a charisBatic leader appears who asks for speciel powers to solve the
natLon ' s prob l.ems~ !1 democracy may very we lL hand these powcr s to the leader with
relief, thereby connittli:rmsuicide. One economist found t.hatdur Lng 1963-1973, 30
of 40 countries whose inflation rate reached 15% abolished their democr atLc
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institutions in on~ way or another. So often~ as we have taueht in our planning
workshops~ people who can define a problen are not necessarily £000 at sketching
a solution. Sadly ~ hoore believes that the solution to the above probl.ens is the
creation of robots that will take over a great deal of the industrial work~ thereby
"f Lxtng" the economy and makfng people content so they t-lilllive harnoniously
everafter.
*P. t.Jylie(The end of the drcan. New. J\'.6'~'k,197@1 E7::) wrote a future fiction
novel which sketchedascenario under which our civilization ended in 2011~ end in
which some of its rermant s attempted to survive and reorganize. The novel ends in
2023~ with sone anbiguity whether the final end was at hand~ or whether survival
by a.few people night still be possible. Unlike Dany other futur~ fiction novels
dealing with the end of civilized life, this one 21lve the cause as beine pollution
and poisoning of the earth , combined with ratnd l.ess exploitation of rcsour'ces, all
of these leadinf: to a series of nejor disasters, clinatic chan8es~ earthquakes,
p.Lagues , nas sLve poisonings, predntion by nut ant aniraaI apecf.es, etc. One of the
various types of pollutions described involved nuclear wastes which led to an
"atonic crisis, II followed by nany stillbirths ~ the bit:ths of "nonat ers s i~ a decline
in the birth rate and a drastic increase in cancer. One of the ninor characters
in this novel is presented as a mildly mentally retarded 19-year old man fron Ft.
Lauderdale~ who spent four years in the sixth grade before droppins'outof school~
and who is referred to as "high grade' and a rsoron , However, he is also portrayed
as having had a great deal of practical sense, end thereby beine able to escape
fzom an invasion of millions of huraan=devour Lng nut ant;worms from the sea. As this
character puts Lt " i'l--JhatI mean, Doc ~ I'm school dumb ~ no doubt about it ~ but not
outdoihrs dumb, 'cause if I was I wouldn it be hcr e" (p, 189).
*The cOI:lputerizationof alnost everything is taking a lot of transactions
out of the realm of hunan experience, and what one mieht call hunan surveillability.
A paradox here is that some data and control processes are brought into stunnins
subjugation of the hunan~ while others recede in the opposite direction and escape
to n significant degree from human surveillance and control. One thing that
common l.y happens is that data that wer..e previously visually and manual.Ly accessible
and mandpu Lat abLc vlithin a mechand ceL node become accessibl.e only via a very sma.lI
number of highly trained human inter~diaries--and sOMetines not even then.
Obviously, this puts one into total dependency on these individuals. All of this is
dramaticnlly exenplifieo by the issue of conputer crime~ nnd theft via computer.
Here, things have become so opaque thnt it is even difficult to perceive that a
crime has been committed. OnCe computer crines are identified, and even when the
culprits are caught, often nothing is done because the firms and other pnrties
involved do not want people to Y~Ow that they have been had, and how fragile their
security systems are.
A group of undergraduates at the University of California at Berkeley
discovered an extrenely siople way to break into computer systems which utilize
t Lme-ahar tng and nultiple outlets. Their method leads a computer to "assume" that
it is being addressed by another person fron another terminal, enab1in8 a swindler
the sarceaccess to the comput er meno ry and operations as that other person has .
This means thnt the swindler could at the very least gain complete nccess to the
infornation, and could usually also add or subtract material to a conputer file.
Nanufacturers, the governnent and the military have been alerted to this, and
there is r.lUchconsternation in the cOr.lputerworld. A good part of the computer
systens of the world now have to be revamped, sor::etimesinvolving hardware and
sometines software nodifications. Of course, besides revealing the limitations of
computer syst ems , the most; amus Ing part of it all is that it was a group of
undergraduates who cracked a systeM set up by the world's nost ineenious people
(Science, 3/5/82).
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*How the increasing conplexity of our systems has neue them increasiDgly
vulnerable is illustrated by the fact t~t a handful of people could turn off
approxinately 3/4 of the natural gas that comes to the eastern US by doLnS no nore
than connittine a snaIl number of sabotaee acts in a sinr;le evenine (New Roots~
Harvest 1931). --
*Let Thea DrinL Hine or wniskey. It used to be that wine was wine~ but todny,
wino_naking is nore of an industry than a branch of agriculture, and wines may
contain up to 20 additives, which can range fron egg whites to sulfur dioxide.
sotie of which are injurious to people with certain health probleL1s (Envit:onnent~
Action. June 1982). The trouble is that there nay not be too nany alternatives _
left to drinkine wine, in that tap water in 12any areas is phenonenally infiltrated
by cheL.icals even if its bacteria count is still low. After all, bacteria can
hardly survive sone of the pollution that is now reachins our drinking waters.
New Jersey used to be one of the wetter places. but the recent drought there has
underlined that ev~n sone of our wettest places can run dry, and that whatever
water is left may be profoundly polluted. Thet drought peaked in 1980 when water
had to be rationed. and the state was "cLose to the edee'; acco rdLng to authorities.
The governor. being of Irish extraction, suggested that the residents drink Irish
whf.skey, but Lmpor t tng liquids all the way fron Ireland soens a little :~far-fetch(:G"
(Environnental Action, June 1902).
*Surveys through the years have shown a persistent favorable attitude of the
public towards science, which they £enerally equate with technologys and probably
not inappropriately so ns often lancnted by scientists. However, while the
overall attitudes are still positives they have become disinishingly positiVe
over the last two decades or so (Science, 1/15/32, 270-272).
*In 1931, 63% of Americans thoueht that there was a significant likelihood
that a nuclear war would break out somewhere in the world within the next five
years (Tine, 12/28/81).
*An American clergyman returning from China reported encounterine another
exhorting her child tD.~'~atyour rice, people ere hungry in Appe Lachd.a ; " he said
that while there is no honger in China at this tine, he had to confront questions
such as, "How cone you have hunger in America although you produce- more wheat than
you can consune?ii (Syracuse Herald Journal, 10/23/82).
The Imperial Powers: Confronted
*A f asc Inat Ing glimpse into many Lmpo rtant thfngs is af forded by developnents
in Amarillo. Texas, where nuclear weapons are put together -:that: benefit ,:;'the
local connunity to the tune of between $90 and 110 million annually. In 1981, the
local Catholic bishop protested the production of neutron weapons and urged nuclear
weapons workers to resign and seek other employnent. A group from Onaha donated
$10,000 to the bishop to help counsel workers who wished to do just that. Pitted
csninst about $100 nillion, $10,000 would appear to be a triflin? ~atter, but
because of it, all hell broke loose. Within a .few days, the local United Way
ordered an investigation of Catholic arencies who were beneficiaries of the United
\';jay,and shortly thereafter expelled them (Catholic Worker, April 1982). Among
the things all this brings out is that the priocipalities and powers of the world
respond to the spirit behind cn action, rather than to an action's visible inpact.
Also revealeG is the ultinately political nature of the United Way, which has
always been closely tied to the prevailins power structures. and which serves as
yet another way of concealine the truth about deviancy-naking and hunan services
in our society while trying to encapture the public's nobler sentinents. \1e Can
also see thnt a flea bite can make a lion lai3hty uncomfortable, ana possibly even
become the bep;inning of the end of the bc.ast,
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*The 1982 meeting of the A~erican Psychiatric Association in Toronto W3S
attended by 9~OOO psychiatrists. About IDO fomer clients of the D~ntal health
system demonstrated at the convention» but only ;!bout 30 of the 9,000 y>sychiatrists
went to listen to their complaints. Of the demonstrators» 16 were forcibly renoved
from the lobby of the hotel9 and a nUl:lberof psychiatrists present laut7hec (The
Toronto Globe i Mail» 5/12/82). ~ ---
*On July 149 1982 (Bastille Day)s the Syracuse Hental Patients Alliance (a
smell group of radical critics of the n~ntal health estnblishment) held a denon-
stretion in front of a relatively small private psychiatric institutiGn in Syracus~
mainly in order to protest against the way the psychiatric profession has been
using c.l.ectrc+convu.LsLve treatments s psychoactive drugs sane incarceration. TI.1e
demons tratLon included "guerr.illa theatre" in whLch someone ~"ith a hu~c hypodc.rrrd.c
needle zapped some Thorazine into a "patLont ;" and aft er the latter had \vilted onto
the sfdewaIk, he was administered "el.ectrLc shock" with an autonob tLe battery
charger. A co~nentator with a megapnone interpreted the scene fro3 the psychiatric
perspective» e.g.» how the patient was bein8 helpeG, was about to Eet better~ etc.
The scene was both sadly realistic as well as uproQrin~ly hilariouss especinlly
when the patient started emittins convulsions» at wh i.chonE.! of the three po.l.Lcerx..m
on th",scene came forwnrd to tell the 8rouP that having a fake convulsion on the
sidewalk constituted "cLsorder Ly conduct" and could not be condoned.
Out of sympathy for the protestors» the TIPS editor attendee part of the event.
Ccns Iderfng how many people are abused by the ment al health establishnent s it is
astonishing how few become radically opposed to it. Only about 15 ncmbers of the
Alliance showed Upj and there were almost as fuany media representatives present ~s
demons t r at or-s ,
A striking contrast to the demonstrators who cenerally projected a counter-
culture or poverty Image were member-s of the staff of the facility that do.rcd to
venture to the door to look. Its director came out boldly and presented his side
to the Dedia. He has been administerins electric sheck fer almost 40 years» and
his facility continues to do so almost once per weekcay. He could have stepped
risht out of an Exceclrin acl~being of late UlidJle ages lookins very refineLi and
distin8uisheJ~ wearing a Gooe suit, and acting with assurance and authority. It
seemed that few people were aware of the hLdden messages in this, vfz ,, that the
privileged do the cefining and shocking, and the underprivileged receive it; or,
that once you have been drugged and shocked, it is hare to penetrate into the
privilcgec classes.
*TIPS's Innovation Award of the Honth. 'Usul1llys it is thenember. agencies of
thehuoan services empire that crazify people of previously sound heart ane Inind.
Finally, a frienc of ours has found a nlethoG for crazifyin£ the iUlperial service
agencies. He sends then letters that bear a very official-lookinf stamp: "Flutezco
Foundation/TopSecret/Destroy Before Reaciing." While trying to fi8ure out what to
do with such a letter, the agency I s clients r,aina shert respite f ron its' 'minis-
trations.
*Scattere~ 3round the world are over 50 l'Arche cCDrcluniticsin which retarded
nne non retarded people liVE:together in a spirit of mutuality. In the l'Arche
co~munity of LivE:rpool~ there lives a boy whe has Down's Syndrome whose favorite
pas t dme is to "gc shoppingH--but not really because he wants to buy anythine .
Uhen corarnun Lty members 80 to buy their things ~ he comes along and introduces
hios2lf to various other shoppers. After getting to know their nm1CS, he then in
turn introduces theTh to each othpr. As they befin to redirect their attention
f rorc their shopp tng bus Lness to chatting with their new acqua Intances , .Jchn ' s
unique mission is completed and he stands back and smiles (Dialor-ue.2!!.Disabilities.
SUwaer 1982).
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*Despite the tremendous benefits of Citizen A.dvocacy (CA)~ and despite the
fact that CA is very much the kind of thing which the present federal administra-
tion would supposedly endors.et CA services are faring very poorly across the US.
The CA Division of the National Association for Retarded Citizens ~NARei)":has had to
dissolve because of a drop in its membership. (It had been the first division
to' form under NARC~ and did so with a great deal of support.) Rowever~ CA
vignettes which underline the unique importance of this helping form are continually
encountered. An example is cbntai..nedin the last issue of the NAil.CAdvocacy
Exchange (Summer 1982). telling how an advocate attended meetings~ wrote letters,
and made phone calls on behalf of a teenage boy who had been institutionalized for
ten years. As a result~ a foster home was found for the boy which apparently
would not have happened without the advocate's efforts. Not only has the relation-
ship between the advocate and the protege continued. but the advocate sees it as
life-Iong,and (an unusual and most noteworthy developoent) has included the
protege in her will.
*On September 17, 1901. John L. HcKnight. professor at the Center for Urban
Affairs and Policy Research at Northwestern University in Illinois, gave a most
profound, incisive and illuminating testimony on the family before the US Senate
Subcommittee on Aging, Family and Euman Services, reprinted in Institutions Etc.
(April 1982). He urge readers to write to Professor HcKnight for a copy of his
testimony.
*Therr; has been a boycott by people in eieht countries of Nestle products,
because of Nestle1s brutal policy of promoting artificial infant formulas in non-
industrialized countries. After vigorously resisting on the issue for years, Nestl2
may be about to crumble and come into compliance with the v;orld Health Organization
Code established in 19[1 (Gray Panther Network, Merch/April 19£:2).
Language. Consciousness ~ Deception Within the Empire
*In Discipline and Punish (l977~ Foucau!t wrote that "(3. stupid despot may constraih
his slaves with ..iron chaLns , while a,good politician binds them even mor e atrong ly by
th~ chains of their own ideas. The link is stronger because its captives are not
aware of what it is made.1I
*Just how controlled our free press really is will not becom~ apparent to most
people unless they also read the foreign press. For instance, we reported in an
earlier TIPS issue that the climate in the northern hemisphere was severely
affected in 1982 by 3 huge cloud of sulfur. A major admission to that effect hit
US news headlines a few weeks after our TIPS item appeared. whltch had been taken
from the foreign press. Similarlys the US press has apparently totally ignored one
of the major environmental disasters in the world at this time, and perhaps for
some years. A tank truck full of extremely toxic phenol was imported from Italy
into Austria with forged papers claiming that it was super-volatile gasoline. It
takes less than 40 milligrams of phenol in'a gallon of watercto be deadly to ~iving
organisms. If humans and animals shouid survive,they usually will be genetically
d~maged,-".The.tank truck' tipped over on+a raountafnir oad in Carinthia, a province of
Austria, and .pver 2700():gallonsof phellol spil1~d on the ground and into a small
mountain creek. Even then, none of the guilty parties would confess what the
material was, and only chemical analysis revealed its identity. At this very late
stages an alarm of the highest urgency was uninterruptedly broadcast on the radio
to the Carinthian population. The poison was expected to flow from one tributary
into another, and then into the (Adriatic) ocean, potentially doing much harm on
the way and taking quite a while to be fully flushed. Every use of the involved
"mters had to be suspended. atid<major efforts were oade to keep livestock and other
animals from drinking the water. The long-term effects of this disaster are not as
yet known, but an entire Austrian province has been living under the highest degree
of civil disaster warning (Amerika Woche, &/5/82). But then Austria is far away,
nicht wahr?
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*The extent of nuclear testing is not known to most people. Since 1945~
the US has exploded at the very least 700 nuclear devices. Tests are so common
that they are apparently no longer newsworthy enough to be reported. Hork to
continue underground tests has been busily going on (New York Times Service,
4/13/82). - --
*At the state institution for the mentally ·disordered in Concord, Hew
Hampshire~ three residents died in rapid succession, one by self-strangulation and
two by hanging themselves on exposed sprinkler pipes. The §tate's answer was to
bring in carpenters to build crude plywood boxes around the pipes. The institution
does not like to reveal~when a death takes place because that might upset the
staff (Institutions» Etc. September 1982).
*The Psycho-Babble Vocabulary of the Hedonistic Liberal ~:oralityI Open ,
creative, honest, freedom, growth~ self-discovery, self-actualization~ finding/being
oneself, being into something, something being "right for me", eLternat Lve ,
meaningful, relationship» intimacy, unconditional response, rapping.
*The manufacture of nuclear bombs in·.·the"USn~wct.akes .pl.ace UnderLtae Dept ,: 'of
Energy--which makes it look better.
*The Reverend Robert Schuller's electronic church has a new motto for Lent.
It is called LENT, or Let's Eliminate Negative Thinking. This new Lenten practice
consists of a rigorous denial of fasting. penance, and self examination (Sojourners.
March 1982).
*Things must be infinitely worse than any of us had imagined, because Norman
Vincent Peale in his April 25, 1982 column insisted in a headline that "Lf.fe
doesn't have to be all gloom.n Such qualifications on pollyanna would have been
unthinkable from him just a few years ago.
Societal Values
*In December 01 1982. a Brit ish rock band called The l-fuoheld a II concert" in
Syracuse in a stadium owned by Syracuse University. The performances of the group
in the past have been punctuated by violence and death, including people being
trampled to death and audiences being high on drugs. The group travels in a huge
caravan of tractor trailers with no less than 120 crew members. The Syracuse
performance drew 45,000 people who had to submit to a personal frisking at the
gates. Some people spent up to $200 to attend. The gross take was almost $1
million. The newspapers devoted page after page to the event, including front
pages.
In Octob~r 1982, the Training Institute gave a 3-day conference on the growing
trend toward death-making of societally devalued people. The event had been
announced long in advance and to thousands of addresses. Preparations for the
event consumed the full-time equivalent of several months of staff time. There
were just over 30 participants, and the Training Institute cleared less than $500
on the event. The question now is: is this good news or bad news?
*The professional literature promotes books (such as Guilt-free, by McDonalu &
t1cDona1d, 1977) which tells people that there are no standards to live up to but
their own, that they should be kind primarily to themselves, and do what they want
to do without feeling any guilt. (e.g., Psychotherapy! Sociel Science Review,
15(4»). At one time, those very phrasings would have been deemed sufficient to
diagnose a proponent thereof as a sociopathic personality. Today, proponents of
such views are acclaimed as leaders 1n mental health, psychotherapy, the human
potentinl movement, self-actualization, liberation~ humanism, etc.
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*An interesting juxto'lpositionof two articles side-by-side occurred in the
September 21, 1931 Incl1en~poli6!lli. (p. 13). One article reported that a nursing
student in Vancouver, vjeshin~ton~ for a payment of $l5~OOo, ~ms offering to rent
her womb to n couple unable to have their own chilo, bceuuse the divorced mother
of two Hdidn't have time to work.!: The woman had gotten married :1t seventeen and
hed a nin~~y~ar o~d child from that merriage. After her divorce, she artificially
inseminated herself with the sperm of a friend, from which she had Co two-year old
chil~. She received four immediate replies to her offer.
The adjacent ~.rticle told of a Spanish-speaking man who was rcad fng a Spanish
Bible in the publie library in Philadelphia, and who was so absorbed that he got
locked in the library at day's end. Hhcn he tried to get out, the police came
and arrested him, and he spent thirteen days in prison until a soci~l worker
rescued him.
This juxtaposition is rather illuminating of whet can happen in a society
that on the one hand is exceedingly permissive, add that on the other hand, and
probably not surprisingly, has. such a high criQe f~t~ that people can no longer
differentiate between l;ltUe mistakes and aor1oua crblie. (aource:dteu eu.bmitted by
Joe Osburn) .
Social Relationships
*Any society whatever is held togeth~r by only a relatively sr.~ll number of
approximately fifteen dynamics which We! can call "social elues.1I In our society,
virtually every single relevant glue has been coming apart. P.mong other thing$,
this has led to divisions among different age groups, and between the sexes. One
of the ffianymanifestations of the increasing resentment of different age groups
toward each other is for elderly people to reciprocate the rejection they experience
from young people by voting against school bonds ~ school taxes, and sdmd.Lar
mechanisms for furtrli~glocal schools. Thu~ there has been a f,rowing number nf
COThr.lunitieswhere citizens will no longer approve sufficient local tax rates to
run their local schools. For instance~ in Alpena, tiichignn. the school district
went broke as early in the school year ~s in October (of 19G1). Its high school
alone had 20CO students (UPI, in Syracuse Herald-Journul, 10/12/[;1). The good news
is that the ii:lr:Len~ popular raovf e 'Et' has been banned for children in 3 Scenddnavf.cn
countries because it was felt that it portrayed adults as ~ncmies of children.
*\~e all know th.:>.t an. literature and the;med La are an index to ~hdr culture
Ours 1s a culture which ~ke. idols OUt Qf yoqth and 4~prect.tes older p~ople. One
wanifestation of this is the number of lite.r.'lryplots in whj,.~b.chlldren are wiser
than their parents. An examp le is 'Silver spoons]' a TV comedy aeries initiated in
fall of 1962, in which n nature child tries to teach ·an immature father how to liv~
*Fnshion Hit? The latest fashion involves dressing in bullet proof clothing)
on the assumption thnt it is no longer safe to wear ordinary clothing in our
soc~ety (N~wswcek, 5/10/02).
Beware of the MCSIIWITP--'C....;...:;;..:;..::c. _
Hith the help of a few friends, the TIPS ,.;ditorhas been able to identify an
ancient but hitherto unpublished menace to people in general, and to hunan service
workers specifically. It is the "Easter COI!lputerizedSatanic Iterative Individuel
Weakness-Identifying Temptation PrograM!! (MCSIIHITP). Its simple elegans~ is
staggering, nnd it is renarkable how long the relevant authorities have managed to
keep it out of viclrJ. The HCSlnnTP is a tiode rete-is Lzed computer progr aa (much
less complicated than that needed to send an astronaut to the ~oon) which contains
all the recurring modes by which hunan beings can be tempted. Thou8h oyriad in
their specific applications these fall into a surprisingly L~dcst number of univer-
sal category clusters such as Cl1rnal lust~ intellectual pride, thirst for power,
passion for recognition and/or fane, desire for wealth, etc.
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The \-lay the pr ogr an works is 3.S f ol.Lovs, Vis-a-vis each individ.ual, the
authorities play out the computer tape containing these universal app2als~ record-
Lng every instance of a "pos LtIve" response en.Ltt cd by the "tenpt aduu" (L;c , ~ thc
individuun to be t crzpt ed~ or a 'ter::ptee"). By iterating (1. c , , r cpcet odLy pLayfng
out) the pr ogr an , a profile can rapidly be constructed of whi.ch t crrotat Lons f aI L to
stir the t onpt adun; and which penetrate the t emptadun is defenses. The results ar e
then entered into the LnddvLduel ' s per soneI computer f LLe, the: successful t empta-
tions are rank-ordered, and a series of sub-routines of the prOfra!l are played out,
each of which contains a huge nunber of rando~ly-presented specific variations of
the tenptations to which the tenptadu~ is susceptible.
v!hereas the unLvcrse I cat egor Lcs have r eraafncd virtually unchanged since the
naster tape was first established several eons ago, the sub-routines (i.e.~ the
expressions of each class of tenptation) arc constantly being updated. These sub-
routines can be conceptualized to function like a !:lulti-dinensioncl Frid systcn,
where the dinensions exceed three, so that the Brid can only be conceptualized
raat.hernatLcLl.y rather than visually. One of the rnost Lnpor t ant dnacnsaons is
culture, i.e.s one of the sub-routines identifies te~ptations which ~re particul2rly
pr orat.sIng within the culture in which the t enpt adura is currently erabedded, There
ar e spccf.a l, 'sub-routines for each sex, for terapt ada (plural of tcrrptcdura) of
certain age .categories~ socioeconomic status, etc., etc,
Lest l1CSIHJITFseem to have no unique applicability to human service workers
we hasten to point out that the sub-cultural norras sub-routines also contain a
dimension applicable to hucnn service workers. Indeeds ns with certain other sub-
routines, there ar e even sub-sub-routines cr eat Lng N> 3-dinensional spaces lilithin
the larger space universe, where the sub-spaces include professions (social work,
psychiatry, et c) , fields (raonteI health, ,.•elf are s et c , ) , type of n::;ency (public ~
voluntary, university, etc.), people servE-d (retarded, dying, prisoners, etc.),
etc. In ot.hcr words , certain temptat Lons are specifically applicable to tcnptada
in each profession~ service field, type of cr:cncy, in service to particular froups
of people, and so forth.
As ncntioned, the sub-routines 3.re constantly subjected to scarchinc st2tisti-
cnl nnalysis (the cor.puter never sleeps). Outdated tenptation appeals fet dropped
once thc.Lr "catch r at c" (CR) falls below cosraLc significance (CS). tiith the help
of a r enarkcb Iy robust theory of human nature, new specific appca Ls expressive of
the univers2l tenptations are constantly being constructed, inserted into the
prog ran , f LeLd=tes t ed s and retained if their CR achieves CS. Howcvcr, it should
be noted that CS nust not .be confused with either our prinitivc notion of "chance,"
or our hunan nosLon of "s tat Lat Lcal. sLgnLfLcence above chancc , " Indeed, what we
humans call "chanc e ;" at least in recard to the occurrence of t.oraptct.Lons and the
succumbance rate (SR) thereto) is itself actually a dcs Lgn of the HCSrHHTFthat
has so far successfully md.sLed us into thLnkLng that such thLn= s z.re insignificant.
The whole syst era staggers the iDaf.;in[;tion, not to mentLon the intellect and
one's credulity. But facts are facts~ and we would have felt reniss in our
TIPStership if we had failed to bring the entire scherac to light in TIPS as early
upon its discovery as possible.
Follow-up !2. Our Aninlal Issue
In a previous TIPS, we r epor t ed on~ and poked fun at? the corzpanLon animal
and aninal thcr apy craze. It was a big; hit. Appar cnt Ly , the sLngLc bizgest tl1ing
people r emer.ber cd about the issue was the seeing-eYE! pit, As a follow up, we
received all sorts of tidbits f r on our readers along s Int Lar lines. One \lC.S an
invitation to "an education aymposLuraof international sLgnLfLcancc" entitled
"AndraeLkfnd 19[;2: I'm Educator is Guide to the New Science of Hunan-AndmaL
Interaction. Ii Remarkably enough, the syr.posiuD. took place in tJove!:Jber 19[;2 at--
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believe it or nor+-Paru.Lngda Le (HY) State Unf.vcr sLty ~ .:1u2 W.2.S sponsored by the
Bide-/;.-viee HomeAssociation. The Lat t er organ1.7.1'ltion is not cnncerneci \lith foster
horaes for chiLdren , but pronotes the "adopt Lon" of pets. OnGarmoun ceracnt pr orri.seo
the presence of hearing dogs ~ state, police t r acktng bLoodhounds ~ bonb Gctection
dogs, peregrine falcons , wolves, trnnsit police: uogs. and US Custoris Det.cc tor
dogs--all live.
*Even thou~h TIPS prints a lot that is hard to belicve~ soce thinss arc so
hard to btlieve that not even TIPS reeders say believe then. One:of these is the
name of the Garden of the Gods NursLng Horne in Col.orado Sprint's. Colorado. by a
peculiar coInc Ldcnce , the f orraer activity director of this nursing hone f,arcen
recently wrote a book on P..ninals in the Nursinp LOLle (1%1) Ui.(!,in2. S("pt./Oct. 1982).
*Thc Sept enber /Octobcr 192,1: issue: of Aping. published by the US sovcrnDcut} \·138
£lInost entirely devoted to aninal therapies, and even ho.d 1'.. cover displayin[:
several hundred cats and dogs and one old wonan, The lead ar tLcLe was entitled,
';AreCor.1panion AnIraaLs Good for Your health? RevLew of the EvLdonce ;"
*The December 99 1932 Syracuse Heralc-}ournal car r i ed a huge f cat ur e with 4
pictures t akIng up the better part of t1.;70pages on conpandon c::nir:,al thcr apy 9 and
the story of a clog "vLsLtLng" a local nursing- hone.
*Be ~ Valentine, Pussycat? On Valentine's Day in 1982, stars of the entcr-
tafnmenr world heLd a bLg variety show to save enImaLs from beLng InhumancLy
treated in ned Lca'l research. Said one actress, l\I~here is an ewfuI lot of sufferinc;
LnvoLved" (Syracuse Herald-Journal, 2/15/'02).
*Science Brings Good News to Nonkeys. A learned article in ~)ciet:l~~ (6/2712.0)
reported that monkeys have orgasms during intercourse. Can monkey sexual
surrogates for sexually deprived handicapped and ab~oned people be far behind?
And would that be good or bad news for monkeys?
=CharLes Galloway sent in a clipping from the November 19&2 Atlantic l'ionthly
in which Saul Bellow observed that more and more people, when asked who their best
friend is. reply "my dog." At this rate, the poet observed s it is entirely
possible that people will eventually elect a dog to the Wnite Louse-c-as long as
the dog comes from an attractive strain, such as Golden Retriever. iiowever ~ SaLlE:
people think that the poet has been overtaken by events~ and that the dog has
already been preceded by a chimpanzee named Bonzo.
*In a previous issue, we remarked on the attempts to raise chimpanzees like
human beings. One of the psychologists involved in this type of endeavor recently
(APAHonLtor , November 19(2) said, liTell me how you can prove a child has a soul,
and then using your methods, Iill try and see if a chimp has one. Eut you canit
just look at a chimp and say 'he is hairy allover, therefore he doesnit have a
soul. ,I'
*Atlanta has a new pet hospital called "Pets are Peoples Too"
submitted by Don Trites).
(:ii.ten
Institutions-------) Prisons Upc at;e
*Our joy on hearing that this or that o8ntal or retar~ntion institution is to
be cLcs.ed is~profQundly:O:~ampen.ed.:"Then.;we also Learn tnc t tUE. '"clos",c:1 institution
is bsL.g convcr tcd into a prisons or that at Laas t efforts to tnat; effect a r e, unucr
w~Y,3S in the case of thL Dixon DeveLopraenta.L Center, at on", t Ln,« thi,;,;t,lirc-
largest r.,entnl rLt.:lrtl:>.tinn institution in the world. ut£12r Illinois institutions
Deinr' closed are thc d",rrao.nAGler Lental healt'a Center in Caampaf.gn and tile Ao L.
~~owen]}ev"·lopr.',,m r.nL r;is~lbility Center in harrisburg.
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Good :'h~ws
*Vith a grant from the UnLtad Technologies Corporation, '~_ehaLilitation
Int~rnational USA has been working with the International Air Transport Association
to improve airplane access to hand Lcapped and elderly people. Iiuch progress along
this line has in fact been made (Agir..g~Jan./Feb. 19C'2).
*In 19'00,the Boy Scouts of America established a new merit badge. for
"handf.capped awarencss ;" In June of 19C1, the first such award was given to a
14-year old scout (Anerican Rehabilitation, ~iarch/Apri1 192.2).
*Ten retarded persons were e.m~,loyedby a bank and a museum in New York City.
During the first 3 nonths of their employments they had not on~ single tardiness
or absence among th~r:l;compared to an average of three tardinesses end four
absences on the part of the other enployees (The Stcr, Fall 1SC1).
*A survey of the work performance of h.:mdictlppedworkers conduc t ed by DuPont
found that rcgardl.es of type of hand Lcap , handicapped workers performed somewhat;
poorer in all categories but did relatively best in the area of safety, secone in
performance of job duties, and third in 2ttcndance. However; none of the handi-
capped groups in any of these. three categorLcs performed. more thcn 20% below thc
2verage norc (Syracuse herald Journ31~ 10/13/82).
*According to Time (10/11/t2)~ e 17-year old c~rebr3lly palsied pupil et 3
Boston school for handicapped childr~n advanced from virtually no academic skills
to the colLege f rcshman Level, in writing by means of en cducat LoneL computer. He
now plans to major in computer science at the University of rlassachusetts,
*A high-school senior in Hisconsin R:::pidsinvented a hypodermic syring.: for e.
friend who has diabetes end is blind. Vith the help of spccLcl markers, his blind
friend can now give himself insulin doses which cnn be adjusted to his need of the
momont .(AnerLcan Reh"lbilitation. r·Iarch/Arril.19G2).
*The Scpt<.:mbcr1932 issue of Down's Syndrome,News carried a coll2ction of ten
vignettes of people with Down's Syndrome being featur2d positively in various news
media.
*In HClY 19J2~ the us Postal Service issued a commemorative stamp on thE:theme
of "aging togeth(:r." showing four pE:ople from babyhood through old ng2.
*Ther€. is a Journ::l of Thernpeutic Humor (1054. _East l3th Street, BrOlt)klyn~NY
11230), init1i!:tzedj}iil 198G~;) 'i,nichmakes fun--mostly about human service workcrs
and practices. For Lnstance, in its "Help H:,mted:'sect Lon, One finds entries such
as the following. "Am mak Lng final attempt. after 34 trLcs,to find social worker
to e.ssistme with welfare applications. no THERAPY PLEASE!!;1 "Heavy drug-oriented
psychiatrist in do~mto,vn Chicago crea being sought for struggling pharmeceuticel
chain. I; "Embarxas sed man with severe hemorrhoid probl.emseeks quaLdf Led shrink. \;
"Am standing on 64th floor ledge. Need shrink pronto ...should convey wf Ll.Lngncss
to reach out to pctLents ," (Drawn to our attentLon by Milt Laked)
*There is 5 new Canadian quarterly that looks .'1the mental hcc.lth systc~ fro~
the,perspective of the consumer. Individual subscriptions are only $5 a ye~r.
Send inquiries to Phoenix Rising, Unit Ns P. O. Eox 7251 Station A, Toronto
Ont ar Lo i18H lA(;~ Can ada ,
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*Hea1th \4ise is a smell but superb nont h.Ly digest of medical facts and news.
In simple language, it gives brief updates on medical developments of a clinical
nature, with emphasis on recent findings. This newsletter can help a person become
more educated about health issues and medical conditions which ,one may encounter
anytime in onevs life and family. Even though the newsletter is relatively
expensive ($19.70 per year, P. O. Box 17G6, Indianapolis, IN 4(206), even only one
little item in a single issue can easily pay for itself when the reader finds that
it is applicable in his/her life.
Horkshop News
*·C)nr.(!'an.) [;-12s the Training Instittlte conducted a workshop on "Eow to Function
With Personal ~1oral Coherency in a Dysfunctional & Immoral Service WOJjild.Ii This
wor kshop , which was held in Toronto and co-sponsored by the Canadian National
Institute on £lental Retardation, systematically lays out the dysfunctionn1ities
of our current human service system, and the fact that these or similar dysfunction-
a1ities nnd immoralities arc inevitable, given the nature of the world, our time,
and our society. It then presents a series of strategies and moral stances that a
person can adopt if s/he wishes to act morally within such a system that punishes,
and commonly destroys, morality. This workshop was remarkable for the degree of
commitment and seriousness of purpose with which almost all the participants
attended. Furthermore, these remarkable participants gave the TI the most positive
feedback on the workshop that the TI has ever 'received for any event it has
previously conducted. The next workshop on this topic will be held in late
August/early Septclnber in western Massachusetts, co-sponsored by the Normalization
Safeguards Project. For information, contact either the TI or Hike Kendrick,
Normalization Safeguards Project ~ P.O. Box 389,Nor thamp ton , HI>. 01061 i Lf13/584-1M4,
Psychopostcard Corner
*He have a new major breakthrough on the psychopostcard scene. One of our
student assistants has discovered that many museums sell picture postcards showing
the paintings or other items that they possess. There are a good number of paint-
ings and drawings depicting human service scenes or themes. Common1~ paintings
reproduced on these postcards are of high quality. We have obtained a full dozen
of assorted postcards with human service (orphanage~ prison~ ann other old institu-
tions) scenes from the Hunicipal Huseum of Amsterdam in the Netherlands.
Challenge
.••..,_L...t.'.," (by B. W. Longfellow)
There is a greater army
That besets us round with, $trife~"
A starving, numberless army
At all the gates of life.
And hollow and haggard faces
Look into tbe lighted hall,
And wasted hands are extended
.,To catch the crumbs that fall.The poverty-stricken tnil1ions :,
Who challenge' our witte ahd-btead~
And impeach us all as traitors,
Both the living and the dead.
And whenever I sit
~!here the feast
Amid the mirth and
I can hear that
at the banquet~
and song are high,
music
fearful cry>i" .• ...~ _ ••.•. ., •
And within there is light and plentys
And odors fill the air~
But without there is cold and dar~ness,




TIPS Editorial Policy. TIPS comes out e"ery other month, and contains articles, news,
information, insights, viewpoints, reviews, developments, etc., that relate to the
interests and mission of the Training Institute. While TIPS is mostly concerned with
phenomena and developments that have to do with human services, it also addresses
some of the larger issues which affect our society and the quality of life on earth,
as well as the ways in which decisions are made in our society. These higher-order
phenomena will eventually express themselves in human services in various ways,
including in human service values and funding. Usually a TIPS issue will devote a
portion of its space to one specific theme. TIPS will address issues whenever and
wherever they occur. Disclosures of adaptive developments promoted, or of dysfunc-
tionalities perpetrated, by a particular party.or government vhould not be taken as
partisan political statements. We assume that subscribers are people who lead hard
lives struggling against great odds, and are aware of many shortcomings in human ser-
vices. Thus, we try to inject a bit of levity intI!TIPS so as to make subscribers'
lives more bearable (or less unbearable, as the case may be), even if not deliriously
~oyful. In fact, some TIPS content is apt to be depressing and in need of occasional
levitation. TIPS gets many items from other sources, tries to report developments
truthfully, but cannot be responsible for errors contained in original sources.
Specific items from TIPS may be rep~uced without permission as long as the full
TIPS reference is cited/acknowledged, and as long as only small porti.ns of an issue
are 90 reproduced.
The Training Institute. The Training Institute for Human Ser~ice Planning, Leader-
ship and Change Agentry (TI), directed by Wolf Wolfensberger, PbD~ functions under
the auspices of the Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation of Syracuse
University's School of Education. Dr. Wolfensberger is a professor in the Mental
Retardation Area of the Division. Since its founding in 1973, the TI has been sup-
ported primarily from feas earned fr9m speaking events and workshops (across the
world as well as in Syracuse), and to a small extent from consultations, evaluations
of services, and the sale of certain publications and planning and change agentry
tools. There have been no federal grants. TI training has (a) been aimed primarily
at people who are, and who aspire to be, leaders and change agents, be they profes-
sienals, public decision-makers, members of voluntary citizen action groups, students,
etc., and (b) primarily emphasized values related to human services, the rendering or
compassionate and comprehensive community services, and greater societal acceptance
of impaired and devalued citizens.
Invitation to Submit Items for Publication. He invite submissions of any items suit··
able f"r TIPS. This may include "raw" clippings, "evidence'; reviews of publfcatIons
er human service "products," human service dreams (or nightmares), service vignettes,
aphorisms or apothegms, relevant poetry, satires, or brief ~riginal articles. We
particularly welcome items that are good news., since bad news seems to come so much
easier and more frequently. Send only material you don't need back, because you
won't get it back. If we don't geof, and the sub~itter does not object, submissi.ns
that are used will be credited.
Dissemination of TIPS. Readers are requested to draw the attention of potential sub-
scribers to TIPS, to encourage others tro fill out the subscription/renewal form en-
closed with each issue (please consider photocopying this form and forwarding it to
potential subscribers), and also to announce the availability of TIPS wherever appro-
priate in other newsletters and periodicals.
TIPS Back-Issues Available. TIPS tries to have a supply of back-issues available for
new subscribers who wish to compl~te their set. Let us know what you need, and we
will negotiate a package price.
TI Publications. The TI sells or recommends a number of items, disseminates a
"pubilce:tion list,," and updn res it. about 2 times a year. If you want one or more
copies, please let us know.
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TIPS SUBSCRIPTIOH/REHE~JAL/DONATIOH/ ADDRESS ChANGE FORi·]
COffipletethe subscription/renewal/donation/address change (if applicable) form
below and return it to the TIPS editor at the address below. We encourage you to
make copies of this form and circulate it to others who may be interested.
! [Address Change 0 New Subscription 0 Donation DRenewal
If this is a renewal, the address below is: the same; new.
NAME OF PERSON OR ORGANIZATIOn _
~~ILING ADDRESS (list the address that is least likely to change in the future.
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Subscription rates in U.S. funds. Make out to SU Training Institute & mail to:
TIPS Editor
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Syracuse, rIT 13210
U.s. Canada Overseas
Individual $20 $22 $25
Student $12 $14 $17
Agency $30 $32 $35-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The TIPS subscription file and mailing system is handled partially by conputer
and partially by hand. It is quite likely that a procession of students will be
helping with the subscription system, and whenever there is high turnover (as there
is among students). there are apt to be occasional errors. Therefore, if anyone
should fail to receive a TIPS issue within two months of subscribing, or misses any
other issues during the cycle of an annual subscription, please direct an inquiry
to the TIPS subscription list at the TI.
Address Changes. You must let us know if you change your mailing address (use form
above). TIPS is in the class of "trash mail" that is neither likely to be forwarded
nor returned to the sender. Thus~ if you change your address without telling us,
we will probably never hear frmm each other again. He ,.,illalso not be able to
furnish replacements for old copies lost during your move. However, we will
replace a copy that arrived in severely mutilated condition.
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Service Planning, Leadership
& Change Agentry
805 South Crouse Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13210 USA
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
